
Literary Society 
About Us 
 

LITERARY SOCIETY is one of the leading society since college establishment. This provides 

a platform to students to showcase their skills to not only to society but also to entire college as 

their audience and helping expanding horizons, building critical thinking skills, better writing 

skills, appreciation to other cultures and beliefs, addressing humanity and many more. 

 

The society promote an in depth literary awareness and understanding of the language that lies 

in and around us. We mainly focused on the overall development of each member through 

various External and Internal events.  

 

The Society also involves students carrying passion for all things related to creative writing or 

debates and capable of being host and grows confidential skill and prepares themselves for the 

incoming future challenges. 

 

The society not only welcomes young, talented, confident, enthusiastic and motivated students 

but also who are introvert. Society explores each and every one with their best to come leading 

to conduct of various literary events such as Declamation, Elocution, Debate, Quizzes, a golden 

opportunity to YOUTHFEST organized by PTU etc. 

 

 

Objectives of Society 

 

● To prove we are not only good managers but also innovative Organizers. 

● To lit up light of enlightenment in everyone's mind. 

● To make the essence of knowledge felt by everyone 

● To keep the blog and notice boards updated 

● To bring out the Journey magazine of our achievements in one diary. 

What we do! 

● We help to enhance the students in linguistic and writing skills in the era of spoken 

challenges. 

● We organize various competitions to analyze the  various facets of literature. 

● We aim to develop analytical and creative thinking skills with foremost critical thinking 

skills. 



● We also aim to develop Inter-personal skills which are one of the emerging requirements 

of MNCs. 

● We  develop the communication skills and confidence through various activities  

planned throughout the academic year like Debates, Elocution, Poetry recitation  

speeches, story writing, Youth fest preparations, seminar, quiz, declamation, fun events 

etc 

● The Literary Society aims at not only refining the literary skills of the students but also 

developing in them logic and curiosity to know more and to bear them a confidence to 

speak. 

 

Faculty In-charge  

 

Sh. Saurabh Mahajan, Assistant Professor, 

Electronics and Communication Department 

E-mail id: saurabhmahajan@bcetgsp.ac.in 

Mobile: 9417105956  

 

 

  President                  Vice President 

 Ms. Ishmeet Kaur      Ms. Richa Salan 

 (U.R.N 1801195) Bio-Tech (4th Year)            (U.R.N 1801348) IT (4th Year)  

 E-mail id: ishmeet1801195@gmail.com                 E-mail id: richa1801348@gmail.com  

 Mobile:7901961910              Mobile:6284199034   

   

 

GLIMPSE OF PAST EVENTS OF SOCIETY 
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